1st April 2022

Message from the Assistant Head:

Aspen Class

Dear Parents / Carers,

It has been a very busy term with
lots of great new adventurous
learning in place. We covered
two topics Space and Habitats
and we are getting ready for the
new term that will cover learning
about London.

This student has been
learning about the
names of different
colours, sorting them
and testing his
knowledge.

Please remember to stay safe out & about and
also online this Easter.
Just a reminder that we are returning to our old
start and finish dates:
The school will open for all learners at 8:45am
with parents and transports collecting at 3pm.

The class is
learning about
money, how to
use different coins
to pay for an item
and calculate your
change.

Have a great Easter Break,
Zuzanna Gromska
Assistant Head Teacher

Hazel Class
Hazel class created a range of habitat art works
The class is learning
about food safety,
looking at expiring
dates and throwing
away items that
have expired.

Chestnut Class

Athlete of the Week

Chestnut Class made collages showing the rainforest
layers relating to the habitats theme. They were very
creative using lots of different materials. We also
really enjoyed the animal encounter, our favourite
was Lilo the adorable chinchilla as she was so soft!

This week’s Athlete of the Week is…
Harry N for playing an excellent game of Basketball.
Harry was a great team player, looking for the correct
pass and then passing the ball accurately.
Well done and keep you the good work!

Makaton Sign of the Week
Holly Class

Our Makaton Sign of the Week is “Happy Easter”

This term Holly Class have been working on lots of
STEM (science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics) Challenges. Our learners have been
making dens for Arctic animals to live in and boats for
animals to travel in.
It's been great to see their ideas come to life and how
creative they can be with the resources they have.
All the learners have been excited to share their work
with peers.

Maple / Cherry / Cedar Class
Maple class have done a fantastic job making and
selling cards to raise money for Ukraine. A big
congratulations to all of them for their hard work and
thank you also to Cherry and Cedar for adding their
art work to the designs.

Maple Class have raised a fantastic £84

Lavender Class

